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Extensive additional material in the format of a full-colour workbook, that enables students to consolidate and enrich their language and practice exam skills.
Ever since I can remember I have had an insatiable desire to travel. I have always wanted to see the world, experience new things, and have a pretty good time while doing it. Unfortunately, there was a rather large barrier to my dreams of travel. Namely the fact that travel is incredibly expensive. Which is when I started to explore my options and stumbled upon the concept of teaching English
abroad. After looking into it further, I realized that it was exactly what I was looking for. An opportunity to travel, immerse myself in an entirely different culture, and make money while doing it. It truly sounded too good to be true. But I quickly found out it wasn't. Since that time I have worked teaching English abroad in over a dozen different countries. I have had the pleasure of seeing some
incredibly beautiful places and meeting some truly amazing people. The work is rewarding, and the lifestyle is perfect. But the process required to get to this point took quite a bit of trial and error, in which it certainly wasn't as easy as it could be. Which is actually what prompted me to write this book. By learning from my experiences, you can find out everything you need to know to teach English
overseas. In the following book you will find: What you need to do to become an English teacher abroad What qualifications provide you with the best job opportunities Where the best places to start your teaching career are And how to make sure you get the chance to work and travel overseas While I can give you the required information on HOW you can become an English teacher abroad, you
are the one who truly needs to make this change. While the information within this book has the capacity to change your life, you are the one who needs to take the jump. And it is seriously a single click away. With this in mind, I should also note that this book comes with a money back guarantee - if you are not happy with the results you observe after implementing the ketogenic diet into your life,
then you get your money back, no questions asked.
Objective Proficiency Second edition provides official preparation for the revised 2013 Cambridge English: Proficiency exam, also known as Certificate of Proficiency in English (CPE). A variety of challenging, lively topics provide thorough training in exam skills and high-level language development. Each unit contains three double-page lessons ensuring flexibility, even pacing and progress. This
motivating material is also suitable for high-level students keen to improve their general English. The Class Audio CDs contain all the audio material for the listening exercises in the Student's Book. Interactive software, downloadable from a URL contained in the Student's Book, provides activities for practice of exam skills, grammar and vocabulary.
Practice Makes Perfect English Verb Tenses Up Close
Compact Advanced Student's Book without Answers with CD-ROM
FCE Practice Tests
Proficiency Masterclass: Student's Book
The TKT Course CLIL Module
Proficiency Expert

Objective Proficiency Second edition provides official preparation for the revised 2013 Cambridge English: Proficiency exam, also known as Certificate of Proficiency in English (CPE). A variety of challenging, lively topics provide thorough training in exam skills and high-level language development. Each unit contains three double-page lessons ensuring flexibility, even pacing and
progress. This motivating material is also suitable for high-level students keen to improve their general English. The Workbook with answers provides opportunities for further practice of new language and exam skills either at home or in the classroom. The CD contains the audio material for the Workbook listening tasks.
Cambridge English Proficiency 2 contains four complete and authentic examination papers for Cambridge English: Proficiency, also known as Cambridge Certificate of Proficiency in English (CPE). This collection of examination papers provides the most authentic exam preparation available. These examination papers allow candidates to familiarise themselves with the content
and format of the exam and to practise useful examination techniques. Audio CDs containing the exam Listening material, a Student's Book with answers, and a Student's Book with answers with downloadable Audio are available separately.
Self-contained lessons on double-page spreads make it easy to tailor the course to the students' needs Short units, paired in modules by theme, ensure coverage of a wide range of topics Regular Module Reviews and Exam practice offer revision and consolidation Comprehensive reference material includes exam information, Grammar, Writing and Functions reference
Objective Proficiency contains twenty short units providing a wide range of challenging topics and offering lively yet systematic preparation for the Proficiency exam. Ten lessons focus on the Paper 3 summary task, building up appropriate skills gradually. Authentic language examples taken from the Cambridge International Corpus illustrate a wide range of real English usage.
The course is written by experienced examiners who have an in-depth knowledge of the Proficiency exam, and contains material informed by the Cambridge Learner Corpus which shows typical mistakes and areas of difficulty for candidates at Proficiency level.
Objective Proficiency Student's Book Pack (Student's Book with Answers with Downloadable Software and Class Audio CDs (2))
Arabic Visual Dictionary: a Photo Guide to Everyday Words and Phrases in Arabic (Collins Visual Dictionary)
Ready for CAE
Upstream Proficiency C2 Workbook
Use Your Native Language to Fund Your Travels All Over the World
Business Vocabulary in Use Advanced with Answers

Complete IELTS combines the very best in contemporary classroom practice with stimulating topics aimed at young adults wanting to study at university.
"Cambridge English for Job-Hunting is for upper-intermediate to advanced level (B2-C1) learners of English who need to use English during the job application process. The course can be used in the classroom or for self-study. Ideal for working professionals those new to the world of employment, the course develops the specialist English language knowledge and
communication skills that job-seekers need to apply for and secure jobs. Cambridge English for Job-Huntingcomprises six standalone units covering core areas such as preparing a CV, writing a cover letter, and answering interview questions. By featuring authentic materials such as CVs and letters, learners are given practical experience in preparing vital
documentation. The course also features a special focus on the interview scenario, including extracts from interviews on the Audio CD. As well as familiarising learners with commonly asked interview questions, the course also develops more advanced interviewing techniques such as answering difficult questions and selling yourself effectively. In addition the course
offers valuable advice to help build applicants' confidence. "
David Crystal's classic English as a Global Language considers the history, present status and future of the English language, focusing on its role as the leading international language. English has been deemed the most 'successful' language ever, with 1500 million speakers internationally, presenting a difficult task to those who wish to investigate it in its entirety.
However, Crystal explores the subject in a measured but engaging way, always backing up observations with facts and figures. Written in a detailed and fascinating manner, this is a book written by an expert both for specialists in the subject and for general readers interested in the English language.
The CEFR Companion volume broadens the scope of language education. It reflects academic and societal developments since the publication of the Common European Framework of Reference for Languages (CEFR) and updates the 2001 version. It owes much to the contributions of members of the language teaching profession across Europe and beyond. This
volume contains: ► an explanation of the key aspects of the CEFR for teaching and learning; ► a complete set of updated CEFR descriptors that replaces the 2001 set with: - modality-inclusive and gender-neutral descriptors; - added detail on listening and reading; - a new Pre–A1 level, plus enriched description at A1 and C levels; - a replacement scale for phonological
competence; - new scales for mediation, online interaction and plurilingual/pluricultural competence; - new scales for sign language competence; ► a short report on the four-year development, validation and consultation processes. The CEFR Companion volume represents another step in a process of engagement with language education that has been pursued by the
Council of Europe since 1971 and which seeks to: ► promote and support the learning and teaching of modern languages; ► enhance intercultural dialogue, and thus mutual understanding, social cohesion and democracy; ► protect linguistic and cultural diversity in Europe; and ► promote the right to quality education for all.
With Video and Oxford Online Skills. B2 upper-intermediate
Cambridge English Proficiency 2 Student's Book without Answers
Grammar and Vocabulary for Cambridge Advanced and Proficiency
Advanced Expert
Cambridge Certificate in Advanced English 2 for Updated Exam Student's Book with answers
Expert First Student's Resource Book with Key

This is a new self-study reference and practice book for advanced learners of English who need vocabulary for business and professional purposes. It has been carefully researched using the Cambridge International Corpus to ensure that the 2,000 new words and expressions represent the English
that native speakers actually use. The book consists of 50 units and follows the highly successful format of the English Vocabulary in Use range with presentation material on the left-hand page and practice exercises on the right-hand page. It covers a wide variety of up-to-date business
topics and concepts including: people and organisations; quality; strategy; marketing; IT and the Internet; ethics and globalisation.
Information-rich topics and texts immerse adult learners in themes and issues from around the world so that English is more relevant.
This preparation book for the Cambridge advanced and proficiency exams provides coverage of the structures and vocabulary essential for exam success. Grammar is presented clearly and concisely in each unit with integrated vocabulary content, and varied and challenging exercises.
Another title in this popular series of 'Tests that teach', designed to help improve students' exam performance and increase language competence at Proficiency level. Fully Revised for the Cambridge ESOL Proficiency 2013 exam, there is now an option to buy this testbuilder to include access to
Macmillan Practice Online.
How to Teach English Overseas
Expert IELTS 6 Students' Book with Online Audio for MyEnglishLab Pin Code Pack
Official Examination Papers from Cambridge ESOL
IELTS 6 Coursebook
New Proficiency
Covers all the new task types for the revised 2013 exam Online Skills and Language Practice pack Strong focus on contextualised grammar and vocabulary Writing guide with writing improvement tasks Over 150 skills-training, exam-practice, vocabulary and grammar exercises to do online Grammar reference section by expert George Yule
This is 'the' teacher training course for teachers and trainee teachers preparing for the Cambridge ESOL Teaching Knowledge Test - CLIL module.
The best-seller that helps you say: "I just said 'no' and I don't feel guilty!" Are you letting your kids get away with murder? Are you allowing your mother-in-law to impose her will on you? Are you embarrassed by praise or crushed by criticism? Are you having trouble coping with people? Learn the answers in When I Say No, I Feel Guilty, the best-seller with revolutionary new techniques for getting your own way.
Complete CAE is a course for the 2008 updated CAE exam. Informed by the Cambridge Learner Corpus and providing a complete CAE exam paper specially prepared by Cambridge ESOL, it is the most authentic exam preparation course available. This topic-based course covers every part of the CAE exam in detail, ensuring that students are fully equipped to tackle each part of every paper. The Class Audio CDs contain all the audio for the Students' Book.
Complete CAE Class Audio CDs (3)
First Certificate Language Practice
Expert IELTS 7. 5 Student Book with Mylab English
Cambridge English For Job-Hunting
English as a Global Language
Companion volume
Use your senses to learn the most important words and phrases in Arabic! With colorful images and a free audio download, this attractive and practical guide to Arabic language and culture helps you find what you need quickly and easily. Also contains an Arabic-English and English-Arabic Index. Everyday words are
arranged by theme with attractive, up-to-date images to guide you. Each topic presents the most practical phrases to support your first steps in Arabic. Download the audio to follow and practice each word and phrase. Helpful cultural and country information is included to enhance your appreciation of Arabic culture
and people.
Advanced Expert The Expert series provides rigorous exam training for high-achieving students while continuing to develop language awareness and communication skills. Advanced Expert is an intensive course for students who are preparing for the Cambridge English Advanced examination and will prove to satisfy your
students' practice needs and allow them to achieve their full potential. Advanced Expert Teacher's Resource Book provides: * Module by module teaching notes, including background information on the texts and ideas for extension activities * Module-linked photocopiable activities providing communicative classroom
practice * Answer Key for all exercises * Photocopiable audioscripts for the listening material
Solve the mysteries of English verbs Practice Makes Perfect: English Verb Tenses Up Close puts the spotlight on this tricky grammar trouble spot. It boasts plenty of opportunities for practicing your language skills, as well as extensive examples based on a conversational style that will keep you engaged. The book
also features a unique answer key that gives you more than just a listing of correct answers; it clues you in on the "why" behind them. Combine those features with the renowned Practice Makes Perfect format and you have the ideal reference/workbook to learn to speak and write English with fluency.
This practical book contains over 100 different speaking exercises, including interviews, guessing games, problem solving, role play and story telling with accompanying photocopiable worksheets.
Expert IELTS 7. 5 Students' Book with Online Audio for MyEnglishLab PIN Code Pack
Common European Framework of Reference for Languages: Learning, Teaching, assessment
Use of English
English Phrasal Verbs in Use: Advanced
First Certificate Expert
Coursebook

A focused, 50-60 hour course for the revised Cambridge English: Advanced (CAE) exam from 2015. The Student's Book without answers provides C1-level students with thorough preparation and practice needed for exam success. All four of the revised exam papers are covered. 'Quick steps' and Writing and Speaking guides explain what to expect in the exam, and provide strategies on approaching each paper,
model answers, useful expressions and further practice. The accompanying CD-ROM provides interactive language and skills practice. There are two complete practice tests for teachers to access online. Audio required for the Student's Book listening exercises is available on Class Audio CDs or in the Student's Book Pack, both available separately.
THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT INCLUDE MYENGLISHLAB- for Expert IELTS band 6 Students' Book with Online Audio AND MyEnglishLab - please purchase ISBN 9781292134833 Coursebook The Expert series provides rigorous exam training for high-achieving students while developing language awareness and communication skills. Expert IELTS is an intensive course for students preparing for the
International English Language Testing System (IELTS). Expert IELTS trains students in all parts of the IELTS test, improving their scores and building language proficiency. It helps students stay focused to get the IELTS band score they need to achieve their goals, whether it's to get a better job, get on to a university course or for visa requirements. Ten topic-based modules, divided into test training and test
practice, boost students' confidence and help them get the band score they need quickly and efficiently. Task analysis and Assess and Improve sections help students identify what they have learnt and where they need to improve, engaging them in learning and motivating them as they progress. Expert Speaking section with two practice test videos and activities featuring real IELTS students helps students
understand what to expect in the speaking test and how to be successful. Expert Writing with test tasks, model answers and key language provides essential preparation for the writing paper. Grammar reference gives students a more in depth look at the grammar covered. Test strategies provide students with guidance on how to tackle each test task type.
Ready for CAE is a course for students preparing for the Cambridge certificate of advanced English exam. it helps students to develop the confidence and all the skills needed to pass the exam.
The Longman Exams Skills series is for students preparing for the First Certificate and Proficiency exams. The books in each set provide through preparation for each of the papers with lots of practice based on real exam tasks.
With Key. Plus 2
When I Say No, I Feel Guilty
New Proficiency Testbuilder Student Book + Key Pack
Expert Advanced 3rd Edition Teacher's Book
Cambridge English: Proficiency (CPE) Masterclass: Student's Book with Online Skills and Language Practice Pack
Keep Talking

This reference and practice book contains 60 attractive two-page units featuring approximately 1,000 phrasal verbs. This new level of English Phrasal Verbs in Use is specifically designed for advanced level students looking to improve their knowledge of this often
difficult area of the English language. The book includes many phrasal verbs useful to students preparing for the Cambridge CAE, CPE and IELTS examinations.
Coursebook The Expert series provides rigorous exam training for high-achieving students while developing language awareness and communication skills. Expert IELTS is an intensive course for students preparing for the International English Language Testing System (IELTS).
Expert IELTS trains students in all parts of the IELTS test, improving their scores and building language proficiency. It helps students stay focused to get the IELTS band score they need to achieve their goals, whether it's to get a better job, get on to a university
course or for visa requirements. Ten topic-based modules, divided into test training and test practice, boost students' confidence and help them get the band score they need quickly and efficiently. Task analysis and Assess and Improve sections help students identify what
they have learnt and where they need to improve, engaging them in learning and motivating them as they progress. Expert Speaking section with two practice test videos and activities featuring real IELTS students helps students understand what to expect in the speaking test
and how to be successful. Expert Writing with test tasks, model answers and key language provides essential preparation for the writing paper. Grammar reference gives students a more in depth look at the grammar covered. Test strategies provide students with guidance on
how to tackle each test task type.
Extensive additional material in the format of a full-colour workbook, that enables students to consolidate and enrich their language and practice exam skills. This intensive course will satisfy your students' practice needs and allow them to achieve their full potential.
If you want to teach your students at the level of the exam from the beginning of the year, use Expert. The material is fully revised and completely in line with the latest exam specifications. Expert provides intensive & extensive practice in exam tasks from day one.
The syllabus for the Cambridge English: Advanced (CAE) exam has changed, and this product is no longer suitable preparation material. New Cambridge English products are available to suit the requirements of the new syllabus.
Expert
Communicative Fluency Activities for Language Teaching
Master an exceptional level of English with confidence.
Objective Proficiency Self-study Student's Book
Navigate Coursebook
Complete IELTS Bands 5-6.5 Student's Book with Answers with CD-ROM
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